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There is nothing artificial in this happy state. 

The senior members of the Star Moon Sect were indeed extremely excited. 

The last trace of resentment in the heart of Levi Garrison’s dove occupying the magpie’s 

nest has completely disappeared. 

Some of the weapons that Levi Garrison created at will, are even much stronger than their 

divine weapons. 

Aside from other cultivation techniques, just relying on these magical weapons in hand, 

their combat effectiveness has improved a lot compared to before. 

And Levi Garrison made it very clear that if the top raw materials found in the future are 

abundant, they will get a real peerless weapon. 

“I finally understand why the Sect Master insists on finding top-level forging materials.” 

“Yeah, except for those top-level raw materials, other ordinary products are simply not 

worthy of the forging skills of the sect master.” 

“Our sect will simply change its name to Peerless God Binggu in the future.” 

“Hey, the name Elder Chen is a bit arrogant! But it does match the temperament of the sect 

master’s forging technique.” 

Seeing everyone’s delighted appearance, Levi Garrison was a little amused. This was what he 

thought was rubbish, yet he was still so sought after. 

But this is also in line with their own interests, after all, only by giving both kindness and 

power can better control the Star Moon Sect. 



Now it seems that the core high-level leaders of these sects have no complaints in their 

hearts. As long as they stand firm, the situation of the entire sect will be very stable. 

Just when the Xingyue Shenzong was immersed in the joy of accidentally obtaining a divine 

soldier, a message suddenly came from the eyeliner. 

“Reporting to the sect master, I have received the latest information. Situ Wanli, the master 

of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Temple, has ordered hundreds of sects to conduct a carpet 

search.” 

“There are also some experts from the Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy who have arrived at 

the outermost helm of the Star Moon Divine Sect. 

“Will the sub-rudder disciples fight back? Please also ask the suzerain to decide!” 

Levi Garrison pondered for a moment, then said with a smile: “The weapons that were just 

forged were just used to test their sharpness.” 

“You don’t have to resist, let those people in, and I’ll go over and deal with them myself.” 

“As ordered!” 

The eyeliner returned to the sub-rudder with an order. 

Levi Garrison said solemnly: “You guys are here to guard the sect, and I’ll get rid of those 

things that don’t know how to live or die.” 

After finishing speaking, Levi Garrison picked up a long sword that was just forged at 

random, and rushed to the location of the powerhouse of Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy. 

At the same time, a team of more than 30 members of the Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy 

Tianjiao elites were on their way aggressively. 

“It seems that the Xingyue Shenzong is not necessarily the murderer, they simply don’t dare 

to resist.” 

“If you lend Xingyue Divine Sect ten thousand courage, you won’t dare to stop us!” 



“But the hall master has an order, and we must find out some exact information, otherwise 

we will not be able to communicate at all.” 

Several leaders were talking to each other when they saw Luben standing in front of him 

alone. 

The man’s appearance is unremarkable, and he holds a long sword, but after talking and 

investigating, his strength is also mediocre. 

The leader of the black robe said coldly, “Who are you, how dare you block the way of Sun 

Moon Divine Fire Academy?” 

“The one who will kill you!” 

Levi Garrison said with a smile. 

The elites of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy suddenly became vigilant, but there was 

really nothing special about the opponent’s strength. 

“Bold madman, Tianjiao would like to see how talented you are!” 

One of the black-robed leaders pulled out the long sword behind him, turning his figure 

into a phantom, and slashed at Levi Garrison’s choked throat. 

“Seeing Lao Tzu’s skills is to pay the price of life.” 

Levi Garrison turned his wrist slightly and blocked with the horizontal sword. 

Clang! 

A crisp metal symphony sounded. 

The long sword in the black robe elite’s hand was directly cut off. 

However, Levi Garrison’s power with the long sword continued to be unabated, and he 

continued to cross the key point of the black robe leader. 



The black-robed leader was shocked and couldn’t dodge in time, a blood line flashed in the 

void, and his head was in a different place in an instant. 

Before even humming, the body fell to the ground. 
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sizzle! 

There was a series of voices sucking cold air at the scene. 

The strength of the black robe leader can rank in the top five in the team, but he was 
killed by the opponent’s sword. 

Such a huge gap in strength directly made the arrogance of the Sun Moon Divine Fire 
Academy feel incredible. 

“Everyone be careful, the opponent holds a peerless weapon in his hand.” 

“Absolutely can’t be wrong, otherwise Tengfei will never die.” 

“Kill him and snatch the magic weapon, so that even if we can’t find a mysterious 
powerhouse, we can go back and claim credit.” 

The Tianjiao of the Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy stared at the long sword in Levi 
Garrison’s hand. 

It was as if a wolf who had been hungry for days almost drooled when he saw a piece of 
fat. 

They know how precious the magic weapon is. 

“Go together!” 

Another black-robed leader gave the order. 

Many arrogant gods swarmed up and surrounded Levi Garrison. 

“If you want to win the magic weapon, you have to have strength. I will send you to hell 
to see your vice president!” 

Before he finished speaking, Levi Garrison’s figure had disappeared. 



The next second, Levi Garrison appeared in the rush formation of the arrogance of the 
Sun Moon Shenhuo Academy. 

Jianmang flashed, and blood flew. 

Every time Levi Garrison made a sword, he would take away a life, and the deceased 
were all blocked by a sword. 

The action is clean and neat, without the slightest slack. 

The Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy had an absolute numerical advantage, but was 
beaten by Levi Garrison alone. 

That is, in three or five minutes, the corpses were lying all over the ground. 

Only one surviving person fled in a hurry, and he fully realized the horror of Levi 
Garrison’s strength. 

While fleeing, he took out his communication tool, intending to send a letter to Situ 
Wanli. 

However, after only running out a few meters, I suddenly felt a strong murderous aura 
approaching at a high speed. 

Turning his head to look, he saw a long sword shot at a high speed. He didn’t have any 
chance to dodge at all, and his heart was directly stabbed by the long sword. 

puff! 

The long sword ran through his body, and because the power was too terrifying, the 
whole person was directly taken flying. 

In the end, he was nailed to an ancient tree trunk, and his body died of breathlessness 
during the speeding process. 

“This weapon is really good, at least several grades stronger than the previous Divine 
Tribulation.” 

Levi Garrison took back the long sword and then floated away, as if everything here had 
nothing to do with him. 

Afterwards, several sectarian elites came to explore the truth, and without exception, 
they were all destroyed by mysterious powerhouses. 

Not long after, the news spread that the elites of Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy and 
many sectarian powerhouses were killed by mysterious masters. 



And this area also seems to have become a forbidden area for life, and while the coax 
is uproar, it also causes panic among many sectarian forces. 

No one knows who the murderer is. 

However, the strength of the elites of the Sun Moon Divine Fire Academy was there, but 
they still did not escape the fate of being easily wiped out. 

It is conceivable how powerful and terrifying the strength of the person who shot it is. 

In the end, no one dared to come to this area to investigate the truth. 

These “tragedies” were naturally made by Levi Garrison. 

Anyway, waiting for the Xingyue Divine Sect to find materials is boring. 

A few days later, the Xingyue Divine Sect also collected a lot of raw materials for 
refining. 

But Star Iron, Fire Gold, Dragon Stone and Divine Bone were still not found. 

This made Levi Garrison a little bit depressed, after all, he had already delayed a lot of 
time in Kunlun Ruins. 

If you continue to consume so endlessly, it will not be worth the loss. 

The key point is that he is still a little worried that he encountered the guardians of the 
gods in the secret realm before, and it is difficult to guarantee that they will not attack 
the base camp while he is in the Kunlun Ruins. 

But Levi Garrison also knew that the people of the Xingyue Shenzong had done their 
best, because these materials were too hard to find. 

“Is there any other way to find these things?” Levi Garrison asked in a deep voice. 
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Levi Garrison raised a little anger in his heart, these are the materials that cannot be 
obtained to increase the absolute upper limit of divine weapons. 

If you can’t get it together, even if you forge weapons, you won’t be able to reach the 
ideal state of magic. 



But Levi Garrison really doesn’t want to waste any more time. After all, there are hidden 
dangers in the secular world that can’t be completely eradicated! 

“Sect Master, I just got the message, maybe we can go to Longyang City to try our 
luck.” 

Murong Qingxue said suddenly. 

Levi Garrison was overjoyed and hurriedly asked, “What’s the situation in detail?” 

“Sect Master, we have the largest city in this area called Longyang City.” 

“And the most influential force in Longyang City is the Taiyi Chamber of Commerce. 
They have a lot of heaven and earth treasures there.” 

“According to the exact information, the Taiyi Chamber of Commerce has all the top-
quality raw materials you need.” 

Murong Qingxue explained everything in great detail. 

Levi Garrison was quite excited when he heard the words, but he also made some 
judgments through Murong Qingxue’s expression when he spoke. 

“The Taiyi Chamber of Commerce is very strong?” 

Levi Garrison asked with a smile. 

“It’s more than strong, that’s very strong!” 

Murong Qingxue smiled bitterly and said, “Don’t say that the Xingyue Divine Sect is not 
an opponent, even the Sun and Moon Divine Fire Palace has to give three points.” 

“It can be said that the Taiyi Chamber of Commerce is an organization similar to an 
alliance. It spreads across many cities in the Kunlun Ruins, and even holds some 
unexplored dragon veins or even more resources.” 

“And Longyang City is only a branch. We should not provoke the Taiyi Chamber of 
Commerce easily, because once we make a move, it is very likely to affect the whole 
body.” 

Murong Qingxue’s words were sincere, and her meaning was very clear. 

That is, we have enough enemies now, and it would not be wise to provoke the Taiyi 
Chamber of Commerce again. 



Murong Wanqing also persuaded: “Sect Master, let’s think of other ways, there is no 
need to provoke the giant Taiyi Chamber of Commerce.” 

“I see what you mean.” 

Levi Garrison said quietly. 

Everyone finally breathed a sigh of relief, but Levi Garrison’s next sentence brought 
everyone’s heart to their throats for a moment. 

“You two, Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying, prepare to go to Longyang City with 
me.” 

Levi Garrison said with a smile. 

Everyone was stunned for a while when they heard the words. 

We have all said that for so much, and your old man still has to go to the Taiyi Chamber 
of Commerce? 

Knowing that there are tigers in the mountains, do you prefer to walk in the tiger 
mountains? 

“Sect Master think twice!” 

Everyone said in unison with bitter faces. 

Levi Garrison sank his face instantly and said, “This is the decision I made after thinking 
about it. Anyone of you who is not satisfied can stand up.” 

“Sect Master is wise!” 

The crowd immediately changed their tone. 

The sound was uniform, as if it had been rehearsed countless times. 

No matter how much they worry and object, they dare not stand up and express their 
opposition. 

After all, this grandfather will kill someone if he doesn’t agree! 

Whose life was blown by the wind? 

The style of this painting changed so quickly that Murong Qingxue wanted to laugh. 



But when she considered that she was about to provoke the behemoth of the Taiyi 
Chamber of Commerce, Murong Qingxue had the heart to cry. 

However, the matter decided by Levi Garrison is difficult to turn around, and the future 
can only be resigned to fate. 

The next morning. 

Levi Garrison set off with only Murong Qingxue and Gongsun Yueying. 

The three of them walked very fast, and it took only five days to reach the gate of 
Longyang City. 

There are still two or three miles away from the real city, and the tall city wall is already 
clearly visible. 

From a distance, the city wall alone is more than ten feet high. 

Moreover, the energy of the defensive formation on the city wall circulates, and Levi 
Garrison can clearly feel the powerful energy fluctuations. 

“Once this defensive energy is activated, it can be compared to the secret realm!” 

Levi Garrison sighed in his heart that it is indeed a real big city, and the defensive 
formations on the periphery are so strong. 

 


